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L.F.E. Vin:Ken

summary

Hardware Design of a Data Communication Test Tool

This report discusses the hardware design of a general purpose
data communication test-tool. To minimize cost, -the test-tool
will be designed as an extension to an IBM-compatible personal
computer.

In chapter 1 an introduction to this test-tool's predecessor is
given. The test-tool to be designed will be compatible with it's
predecessor. Chapter 2 discusses the software the test-tool must
run, as it in-£luences the hardware design. A second chapter on
soft ware is chapter 3, discussing the test-tool's operating
system.

The hardware design is discussed in chapter 4-,5 and 6, containing
a discussion on the test-tool's structure, the choice of the
components and the design details.

Chapter 7 discusses data transport between the personal computer
and the data communication interface. A prototype of the test
tool is described in chapter 8.
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1. ~ PDCT1000

1.1 Introduction

This report describes the hardware design of a general purpose
da tacomm unica tion test-tool. In illustration of this, it's
predecessor is described first, together with it's software. Some
aspects of the hardware design are of course influenced by the
needs of the software it must run.

The predecessor of our
Philips Data Systems in

1.2 Specifications

test-tool is the PDCT1000,
Apeldoorn, the Netherlands.

designed by

The PDCT1000 ( Programmable Data Communication Test-tool ) is a
portable computer, weighing under 20 Ikilograms.

It contains

- a 15-bit microprocessor
- 54 kbytes memory
- 9-inch screen with 24 * 80 characters
- keyboard
- a double-sided, double-density disk drive
- a Data Communications Control Unit

320 l<.bytes

The data communications control unit provides two independent
full duplex connections, supporting synchronous and asynchronous
operat.ion with both V.24 and X.21 physical interfaces. All
adjustments are under software control.

The complete specificationS of the PDCT1000 can be found in
reference [3] and in appendix A. They will not be repeated in
this report.

1.3 Software

The so:ftware available -for the PDCT1000 consists of

- Hicoda

A special Basic-like language for definition of the required test
procedure to be used. As the data communications control unit is
completely accessible to Hicoda programs, in principle all tests
can be written in Hicoda.· Although it is easy to use in small
programs, Hicoda has the same speed penalty as other high level
languages.

5
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- User Program Library

The user program library
tests, protocol simulators
program library is just
programs, dona ted to the
be made via the PDCT1000

- Data scope

contains Hicoda programs such as modem
and terminal tests. Actually the user
a collection o£ user written Hicoda

other users. Access to the library can
and the public telephone networK.

Two versions of trace programs
display the tra££ic on a serial

which are able to
communications linK

capture 'and

DSCOPE handles asynchronous,
protocols up to 19.2 Kbits per

synchronous
second.

and bit-oriented

DSHDLC handles high speed HDLC communication lines up to speeds
of 110 kbits per second. Captured tra££ic can be displayed in
HDLC format, with decoded address and command 'fields.

- System Programs available with the PDCT1000 are

- MFPREM
- MFCOPY
- LIBMAN
- MFMAIN
- SYSTES
- STACOM
- STARUN

formats empty disks
copies disKS
library maintenance
physical disk access
system test program
stand alone :thcoda compiler
execution of large user programs

1.4 Application examples

The PDCT1000 is meant as a 'flexible test-tool Tor almost all
equipment with a V.24 or X.21 interface. Because the test-tool
can be user programmed and because the data communications
control unit is completely accessible this £lexibility is indeed
achieved.

Typical applications are

- modem "test
- simulation of protocols
- tracing of data communication tra'ffic
- network per'formance measurement

6
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1.5 PDCT1000 shortcomings

The most important disadvantage of the PDCT1000 is it's lacK of
performance. As in present day data networks the tendency is
towards using higher baudrates, which will probably continued in
future, a faster version of the test-tool is necessary. The
hardware design of the test-tool's new version will be described
in this report.

1.6 Hardware specifications

The hardware design specifications of the datacommunication test
tool can be summarized as follows :

- upgrade PDCT1000
- Micoda compatible
- extension of personal computer

This means that the data communication test tool, which will be
referred to as DCTT for short in this report,. will be able to
perform the same function as the existing PDCT1000. However, an
improvement in performance is also desired.

For example, the programs DSCOPE and DSHDLC have been written is
assembly language to achieve the desired baud' rate. With the new
DCTT it should be possible to code the programs in Micoda without
loss of performance. This simplifies modifications of these
programs by the user.

The DCTT will be Micoda compatible. It must be possible to write
a Micoda compiler that will enable the user to run all existing
Micoda programs on the DCTT Without modifications. To achieve
this all eXisting Micoda functions have to be implemented.

To minimize cost, it is desired that the nCTT will be designed as
an extension of an IBM-compatible personal computer. As a result
there is no need for Keyboard, display or diSK drives. They are
all present in the PC. The DCTT is constructed as an IBM
extension bus compatible plug-in card.

7
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2. Micoda

Hardware Design of a Data Communication Test Tool

2.1 Introduction

The PDCT1000's programming language is called "Micoda", whicr.l.
means MInicomputer COmpiler DAta communications. It is a BASIC
like language with some features added that make the data
communications interface accessible for user programs. As the
"BASIC" part of the language is comparable to other BASIC
dialects, and the rec;i.der is supposed to be familiar with such
languages it seems useless to discuss it here. It's syntax is
described in reference [3).

To us, the interesting parts of the language are these language
elements that are directly related to the data communications
hardware. As all Micoda statements have to be implemented on the
new DCTT, these hardware related language elements define the
hardware we need. These language elements will be discussed
briefly in the following paragraphs.

Micoda can access the data communications unit in three ways :

the SETUP statement is used to prepare a device in a
certain I/O mode

- the READ, SCAN and WRITE statements start an input or
output operation

- the "predefined status words" give the status 0-£ the
most recent event occurred on a device. They are read only.

2.2 Predefined Status Words

In Micodc; a status word is defined for each I/O device. These
status words have the same name as the corresponding device :

LIN1, LIN2
FILl, FIL2
CONS
LIST

the data communications lines
disk files
console ( keyboard and display unit
the system printer

We will only discuss LINl and LIN2 as the implementation
FIL1, FIL2 and LIST is more or less independent of
details of the underlying hardware. Each status word
sixteen read only bits. They show that a read or write
is in progress ( the two most significant bits ) or that
has occurred.

8
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Mnemonics can be used to checK the various status bits. For
example. the statement "IF LIN2=EPAR THEN ..." checKs -Tor parity
errors on line 2. A summary of all defined mnemonics can be found
in reference [3J.

In addition a status word is assigned to each data communications
line containing the actual value of the signals on the
corresponding connector. In this way all signals of the
connectors are accessible to a user program.

2.3 SETUP

By using the SETUP statement almost all parameters of the devices
are adjustable. Through that the '£lexibili ty of the test tool is
achieved. We will only discuss the setup of line 1 and 2 in this
report. Adjustable parameters are V.2Li- or X.21 interface,
asynchronous, synchronous or bit oriented protocol, clocK source.
clocK speed, character length etcetera.

For example, the statement
"SETUP LIN1 (MO=A,SP=9600.PA=EVEN,CL=7,TR:H)"
prepares line 1 for asynchronous communication with seven
bits/character, even parity, half duplex and a clocK speed of
9600 bits/second.

Setup is
DTR, RTS

also used
etcetera.

control the "modem control signals" liKe

READ is used to read data from a predefined device. The data is
placed in the location specified by the parameter "DESTIN= ..." in
the statement. Usually the destination is one of the eight
predefined buffers ABUF, ..., HBUF. The dimension of a buffer can
be changed by using the DIMENSION statement. Buffers can be used
liKe arrays in BASIC.

Other parameters
"scheduledlabel".
following conditions

specified
The read
is met

can be a
operation

stop condition or a
stops when one 0'£ the

- a given time has elapsed, specified by "TIME:... "
- a particular character or character combination has been
read, specified by "HASK= ... "
- a specified number of characters have been read,
specified by "LENGTH:... "

9
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"'READY=<line reference>fl is used to specify a scheduled label.
After "the start of the READ operation the Micoda program
continues with the next statement. When the READ action is
completed, control is transferred "to the scheduled label. In the
setup statement for the device "'wAIT=NO" has to be specified.

2.5 ~

SCAN is a self-restarting read operation with internal double
buffering. When a read operation stops the current buffer is
copied to the destination. At the same time a new read is started
using the other internal buffer. The double buffer mechanism is
entirely invisible to the user. SCAN has to be used with
scheduled labels and "'WAIT=NO" specified in the setup.

Except for the automatic restart and the double buffering SCAN is
identical to READ.

2.6 ~

WAIT is used to wait a certain time during program execution.
This time is given in milliseconds. Execution of a WAIT statement
does not block an outstanding READ or WRITE. This statement is
mentioned here only because some hardware is needed to implement
it, for example a timer which regularly interrupts the CPU. The
same timer can be used to generate time-out interrupts on READ
and WRITE operations.

2.7 WRITE

A WRITE statement is used to write data to a device.
Possible to specify "W AIT:NO" in the setup, and jump
scheduled label on completion of the wri te operation.

2.8 Multi-tasKing

It is
to a

It is important to realize that READ, WRITE and SCAN operations
With "WAIT=NO" specified in the setup, in fact require a mUlti
tasking environment. After starting "the I/O operation two tasks
are simultaneously executed : Micoda continues With the execution
of the next statements and the I/O operation is executed. When
the I/O operation is completed the Hicoda program branches to the
scheduled label.

The executing Micoda program can be represented as a supervising
tasK executing all Micoda statements except I/O, and a number of
I/O tasks. When an I/O operation is executed, the supervising
tasK starts an I/O task and continues execution itself.

This concept is discussed in detail in reference (2).

10
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When the 1/0 operations are setup with 1tWAIT:YEStt the situation
is different. However, this can be realized in 'the same concept.
Now the supervisor also starts an I/O task, but it waits for this
I/O task to complete before it continues i t~s ownexecution.

To realize this mUlti-tasking environment, a real-time multi
tasking executive program called the "LEX" ( Local EXecutive ) is
used. It has been developed at the Eindhoven University and will
be described in a following chapter. A more detailed description
can be found in references [1] and [2).

2.9 Hardware

Having discussed the POSSibilities of Micoda, it is now possible
to specify which har'dware is absolutely necessary to be able to
implement Micoda.

First of all we need a microcomputer system equipped with
keyboard, display unit and disk drives. As stated in the
introduction an IBM PC compatible computer has been chosen as the
starting point of the hardware design. By doing so there is no
need to re-design more or less standard parts of the computer
like the floppy disk interface or the disk operating system. We
can concentrate ourselves fully to the data communications part
of the design.

The second part of the design is the data communications unit.
The heart of this unit is a very flexible serial interface. It
has 'to be capable of handling all the formats specified in
appendix A. This can be accomplished by most present day
integrated circuits designed as serial interface.

The data communications unit has both a V.24 and X.21 interface.
It~s clock source is under software control. To choose the right
interface and clock some multiplexers are necessary. They can be
controlled by a standard programmable peripheral interface like
Intel's 8255. It was decided that the multiplexer part of the
uni t would be designed in Apeldoorn, as it is similar to the one
used in the PDCT1000. The presence of a single peripheral
interface in the design would be considered sufficient.

To be able to generatethe various baud rates a programmable
counter/timer is necessary. It divides the frequency of a crystal
controlled oscillator to genera i.e the frequencies needed. The
same counter/timer will enable us to implement the wait statement
and to generate the time out interrupt on I/O operations.

The last item needed is
mul ti-tasking executive.
discussing mUlti-tasking

the hardware necessary to support our
This will be explained later when

and multi-processing.

11
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To summarize
in order to implement Micoda, the necessary hardware consists of

- a general purpose microcomputer
- a data communications unit containing

- a serial in terface
- a peripheral interface
- a timer/counter

- hardware to support mUlti-tasking·

12
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3. ~ mUlti-tasking executive

3.1 Introduction

LEX was originally designed at the Eindhoven University to :be
used in the "KUHix" machine, a modular constructed minicomputer
designed and :built in a joint venture :by the universities in
Eindhoven ( THE ) and in Hijmegen ( KUH ). UNIX was chosen as
its operating system. It consists of a central processor module
designed around a Motorola 68010 processor and some local memory,
and a num:ber of application modules.

These separate modules are dedicated microcomputers :based on the
In tel 80186 processor.Each application module has i t~s own
processor, memory and application specific hardware. Like our
DCTT the application modules form a real-time multi-tasking
environment. The supervisory program, which is identical for all
modules, is called the local executive. It will :be referred to as
~LEX~ in this report.

Instead of using the LEX we could also use Intel's "integrated
real-time mUlti-tasKing executive" iRMX as the software :basis for
the DCTT. However, a disadvantage is that iRMX was designed to be
complete, which maKes it a complicated system. Also it is not
availa:ble in source form so it is not maintaina:ble.

3.3 LE.Z

The LEX changes the single processor environment into a real-time
multi-tasKing environment, where each process has its own virtual
processor. LEX was written mainly in the C programming language,
and partly in 80186 assem:bly language. Processes can be written
in C as well as in 80186 assem:bly language ( ref. (1). These
languages will be used to write the system software for the DCTT.

Tasks of the LEX are

- to create a mUlti-tasking environment, where several
simultaneous processes can exist

- to handle interrupts

- to provide synchronization of processes, :by using P an V
operations on semaphores

- to prOVide communication between processes
receive operalions on mail:boxes )

- to allocate memory to processes

13
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Consequently, the objects manipulated by LEX are ~

- process
- handler
- semaphore
- mailbox
- segment ( the basic memory allocation unit

LEX is a
start-up.
anymore.
allocated

static system. All object are created at the system
A':fter that the number o':f objects can not be changed
The only exception is the "segment", which can be

and deallocated.

Since the LEX was developed to control
computer as the design discussed here,
source texts, it has been adapted to
communications control unit. A detailed
in re':f. [2J.

14
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4. Structure Q.f 'lhe ~

4.1 In troduction

An obvious way to create a data communication 'lest-tool would be
to extend a personal computer with a programmable data communica
tion interface. If this interface is flexible enough than it will
enable us to realize all functions of the PDCT1000.

However this solution was not chosen because :

- the central processing unit in the PC, an Intel 8088 is not
fast enough to control at the same time the data communications
interface at about 100 }{bits per second, as well as dis}{ I/O and
screen output.

- the PC's DMA controller only has two available channels. As
it is desired to perform serial I/O at two full duplex lines we
need four channels. Because of hardware limitations it is not
possible to add a second DMA controller to a PC. This will be
explained later ~n this report.

4.2 Nul ti-processing

A solution to these problems is to design a multi-processor
system. In a mUlti-processor system each processor can be
dedicated to a specified tas}{. For example, the first processor
could handle dis}{ I/O, }{eyboard input and screen output, while
the second processor handles the data communication I/O. It is
obvious that this will increase performance.

One possible realization of a mUlti-processor system is drawn in
figure 1. The processors communicate with each other via an I/O
channel. Thi.s is called the "loosely coupled configuration". When
only a small amount of data has to be exchanged between both
processors a serial linK could be used as I/O channel.

Because of the large amount of data to be exchanged in the DCTT
the serial comm unica tion mechanism is not feasible. An
alternative could be to use a parallel communication mechanism.
Here the I/O channel consists of some data lines ( for example :
eight, to transfer a byte of data at once ) and a number of
handshaKe lines to synchroniZe the transfer.

The different processors can also communicate with each other via
"shared memory", a part of the memory which is accessible to all
processors. An outline of this configuration can be seen in
figure 2 . This is called the "tightly coupled configuration".

15
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figure 1

1/0 I c.PU HeHOR'::I

till>
c.OT1PUTeR 1

1/0 CHRNNeL

,

l..ilL l CPU HeHOR\::I

two computers communicate via I/O

Q1J cpu

J~ ~lo

'u"

R~&iTe~

;
~HRReI:l

HeHOR~

fig. ;: : mUltiple processors with shared memory

The arbiter in figure ;: resolves the conflict that arises if more
than one processor tries to access the memory simultaneously.

The solution chosen to be used in the DCTT is the tightly coupled
configuration. This choice is based on the assumption that in
this configuration the software will be less complicated than in
the loosely coupled configuration. All data is always accessible
to all processors without the need to transfer data via an I/O
channel as is necessary in the loosely coupled configuration.

u::.
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4.3 Shared memory

Possible realizations of shared memory are :

- a dual port ram controller like Intel's 82.07. A single
integrated circuit arbitrates between memory requests from two
ports, and generates the signals necessary to refresh dynamic
RAMs. The bloCK "arbiter" in figure 2. now consists of an 82.07.

- a more general solution is to use a> multi-master bus. It
couples several processors ( bus masters ) to memory and I/O
devices ( slaves). Apart from address, data and control signals
the bus also contains the signals necessary to arbitrate between
several bus masters. Well Known examples are Intel's Multibus and
Motorola's VME-bus. ( figure :3 )

\ I I I
~HRReo

I/OCPU c.Pu r1et1OR~

I j" • J

," w ~ 117

l"\ULli HRSTes BuS.

figure 3 : multiple processors with mUlti-master bus

The main advantage of the first solution is it's simplicity. Just
one controller is needed to couple the two processors. However,
it's 'disadvantage is that future expansion is not possible.

At the expense of slightly more
offers the posSibility of almost

components the second
unlimi ted expansion.

solution

Because of the inherent flexibility the second solution was
chosen. To improve performance it is possible to add a (third)'
processor. It is also possible to expand the data communication
capabilities by adding an extra serial interface. An outline of
this system can be found in figure 4. As we will use Intel IC's
in this design, choosing a multi-master bus implies using
"Mul tibus".

17
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C?u
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figure Jt. concept of the DCTT

"

Jt..Jt. ~ ~ communication interface

When· the 'data communication interface, referred to as "DCI" in
this report for short, shown in figure Jt. is detailed figure 5
reSUlts. Comparing the detailed version with it's predecessor we
notice the following differences

- some components are added.
peripheral inter'face mentioned
are

Besides the counter/timer and
in the chapter on Hicoda, these

- EPROM : containing the program "to controlthe interface

- DMA controller to perform rapid transfer of data
between serial I/O and memory

- reset and interrupt logiC
known state after power-up
signal if required

18
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- Besides access to the Hul tibus, the DCI's CPU also has a
private bus called the "local bUs". The serial interface is
connected to this bus instead of to the Hultibus. A consequence
of this is that the DCI's CPU only can access· the serial
interface. As all data communications is handled by the DCI's CPU
access to the serial interface by another CPU can only introduce
errors and must not be allowed. The same argument applies to all
components private to the DCI. They are only connected to the
local bus.

- The memory in the DCI is dual-ported. In this way the DCI's
CPU has a private entrance to the memory. The advantage is that
the load on the Hultibus is minimized. As the serial interface is
also connected to it's own processor via the local bUS, Hultibus
is needed only to transfer data between the PC and the DCI. This
prevents the Multibus from becoming a bottleneck when multiple
Del's are present in the system.

- The DCI is equipped with a double Multibus interface. The
first part is used by the CPU to access the Multibus as a bus
master. The second part is a "slave interface". Another Hultibus
master, usually the PC, can access the Del's dual port ram and
the reset and interrupt logic via this slave interface. In fact
it consists only of an address decoder, responding to it's
address appearing on the MUltibus.

4.5 ~ ~ interface

The tasks of the PC interface are twofold. The first one is the
adaptation of the PC's bus signals to the Hultibus, to allow the
PC to access the Multibus as master. This means :

- conversion of the PC's control signals to Hultibus
compatible signals
- buffering of the PC's address and data bus
- performing an address transformation to generate the
desired Hultibus address.
- adding bus arbitration circuitry

The second task o-I the PC interface is to prOVide the hardware
necessary to synchronize both processors. The very minimum is a
register accessible from Hultibus which interrupts the PC's CPU
when written to from Multibus. This generates an "attention
signal". The synchronization o-I multiple processors is discussed
in the next paragraph.

19
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Having detailed the DCTTJs concept, it will be clear that thi.s
concept is inherently flexible. The Multibus allows for easy
expansion. The processing power of the DCTT, -for example, can be
enhanced by adding an extra interface containing only a third CPU
and some local memory. The processor's task could be to run all
I/O independent Hicoda statements. In his way it would become the
system supervisor, equipped with two slave processors performing
I/O tasks.
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'figure 5 a detailed concept of the DCTT
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..

4.6 Synchronization

Two important topics in a multi-processor computer are
synchronization and protection. Suppose we want to trans:fer data
read :from LIN1 to a disk :file. In the DCTT equipped with two
processors the procedure is as :folloWS. Processor 1 reads the
data from LIN1 and stores it in a buffer. When the buf:fer is
filled processor 2 trans:fers it's contents to disk. This is a
synchronization problem processor 1 must be able to in:form
processor 2 that the bu:f:fer is completely :filled.

A protection problem occurs when two processes try to write data
in the same bu:f:fer. A protection scheme has to be devised.

These problems only occur in the communication between the DCI
and the PC. Synchronization and protection between processes
running on the same processor is provided by the LEX, by means o:f
semaphores to synchronize processes and mailboxes to communicate
between processes. A discussion on the use of semaphores is can
be found in reference (4).

The solution to these problems to be used on the DCTT will be a
mailbox-like mechanism. Associated with each process is a bu:f:fer
in memory. In this bu:f:fer a message can be stored. To prevent
more than one process from accessing the buffer a t the same time
a binary semaphore is used.

The possible semaphore -values are "0" and "1", corresponding to
"the buffer is available" and "the bu-ffer is in use". Operations
defined on the semaphore are : "test and set" and "reset". The
test-and-set operation returns the semaphore's previous value and
in one indivisible operation sets the semaphore to "in use".
Because this operationis indivisible only one process at a
time can read the value "available". Any write operation resets
the semaphore to "available".

The semaphore could be implemented as a single memory location.
The read operation than becomes a "test and set" instruction like
the 80188's "exchange register with memory" instruction. However
such an instruction requires Doth a read and a write memory
access. To make the operation indivisible this instruction must
:be "locked". As a locK, which monopolizes the DUS is undesired,
we will implement the semaphore in hardware as a "semaphore
register". It is automatically set a:fter a read operation. No
extra hard. ware is necessary, as a bus lock mechanism would also
cost extra hard. ware. An example of the semaphore's implementation
is detailed. in appendix B.
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The block "interrupt logic" in the PC interface and the DCI now
consists of an interrupt register and a semaphore register.
Communication between a process in the DCI and the PC now
proceeds as follows

The DCI process reads the semaphore register until it reads the
value "available". By doing so it waited until the message bUffer
was available, and at the same time claimed it. After that it
writes it~s message into the buffer and than writes to the
interrupt register, causing an interrupt of the PC~s processor.
In response to this interrupt, the PC~s CPU resets the interrupt
( assume the interrupt register is reset by a read ) , copies the
message into an internal bUffer and frees the message buffer by
resetting the semaphore register. This example shows how the
semaphore mechanism protects the buffer contents.

To minimize the time processes must wait for an available buffer
it is advised to give the semaphore interrupt a high priority.
This speeds up interrupt response, and by doing so the buffer is
freed as soon as possible.
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5. Choosing ~ components

5.1 Introduction

The first remark we have to make is that the new DCTT will be
designed using Intel integrated circuits. This is based on two
reasons

- the knowledge of Intel devices present at the department

the fact that the PC is designed round an Intel 8088 makes
the interface to Intel devices easy.

With these constraints in mind
integrated circuits to use as the
I/O.

5.2 ~ processor

we will now choose which
DCTT's processor, memory and

The microprocessors that could be considered are 8086,
80186, 80188 and 80286. These are all 16 bit processor, an
cpu being considered not powerful enough. The 8088 and
combine an internal 16 bit architecture to an 8 bit
in terface.

8088,
8 bit
80188

bus

The first choice to be made is to use an 8 bit or a 16 bit
processor. USing a 16 bit processor results in a better perfor
mance than is possible with an 8 bit processor. However,
considering that the PC, being based on an 8 bit processor, has
an 8 bits wide expansion bUs, it was decided that an 8 bit
processor would be used. Thus the interface will be less compli
cated. To adapt a 16 bit processor to an 8 bits bus would result
in a need to use "byte swap circuitry" to match the different
sized busses. If the resulting loss of performance becomes a
problem it is POSSible to add a t~ird processor to the design.

We now have to choose between the 8088 and the 80188.
characteristics are

Their

8088
The 8088
needs at
controller.
interrupt

is just a
least a

In the
controller

bare processor. 'I'o function in
clock generator and usually
DCTT design we will also need
and a dma controller.

a computer it
also a bus
a timer, an

80188
Besides an enhanced 8088 cpu, this processor also contains on
chip a clock generator, local bus controller, two DHA channels,
an interrupt controller and three timers. Host instructions
execute faster on the 80188 than on the 8088. In addition there
are a number of new instructions which enhance the performance.
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It is clear that the 80188 is an obvious choice. The
fastest available version ( 8 Mhz ) will be used.

5.3 ~ IU:1h controller

Although the 80188 includes an integrated two channel DMA
controller it does not satisfy our needs. The DCTT must be able
to control two full duplex serial lines, which requires four DMA
channels : two channels receiving and two channels transmitting.
Besides that, a spare DMA channel to perform fast moves of large
bloc:Ks of data would also be useful. In all we need at least five
DMA channels. We have to add three extra DMA channels.

We can take into
82258, a third one
first two, we find

consideration two DMA controllers 8237
( 8257 ) considered obsolete. Comparing

and
the

The 8237, which is also used
8080/8085 processors. It has
space limited to 64 kbytes.
DMA ( a simultaneous access
forcing the I/O devices chip

in the IBM PC, was designed for the
a 8080 bus interface and an address
The 8237 can only perform one-cycle
to both memory and I/O device )
select logic to be modified.

The 82258, also called "Advanced DMA Co-processor t
', is a more

recent design meant for Intel's 16 bit processors. Its adaptive
bus interface fits all processors from 8088 to 80286. In the
80188 mode it has a 1 Hbyte addressing range. It operates as a
co-processor, sharing the bus controller and drivers with the
80188. It is a very flexible device.

In the new DCTT design the 82258 will be used on account of its
ease of interface to the 80188 and i ts flexibility.
disadvantage is its high power consumption.

5.4 ~ memory

5.4.1 EPROM

Its main

It is not difficult to choose the type of eprom, because the
choice is not at all critical. The only important difference
between most present day eproms of various capacity is the number
of address lines to be used. Therefore it will almost always be
possible to change the type of eprom by adding or deleting a 'few
address lines. However the following notes could serve as a
guidance
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- the eprom must be large enough to contain all necessary
software. As the DCTT is equipped with dis:K drives in fact only a
start-up routine needs to be rom-resident. The majority of the
software could be loaded from disk.

- the eprom must be fast enough to enable the· 80188 to run
without wait-states. Using slower eproms would result in a waste
of processor time. This demand is met by most present day eproms.
The maximum allowable access time is 250 nanoseconds. It was
decided to use an eight :Kilobytes eprom, the 275~.

5.~.2 ~

The notes given in the previous paragraph apply to the volatile
memory as well. The memory will be based on dynamic ram's. The
8207 dual port ram controller acts as an arbiter when an access
is made via both ports. It also ta:Kes care of the necessary
periodic refresh of the ram's.

At the moment 256:K dynamic ram's are readily available. As the
PDCT1000 was equipped with 54 :Kilobytes ram it is presumed that
255:K Will be sufficient. When in future 1 megabit dynamic ram's
are available an expansion could be considered. However the
80188's address space is limited to 1 megabyte, part of which is
ta:Ken up by the eprom and the Hultibus interface. It is not
possible to use a full 1 megabyte of ram.

For this moment 256 :Kilobyte ram seems an obvious choice. Nine
ram deVices will be used, the ninth containing a parity bit to
detect errors. Hore sophisticated error detection is possible,
for example by using the 8206 error detection and correction
device. The 8206 however requires the use of thirteen devices,
needing five checking bits. This protection seems overdone and is
considered a waste of printed circuit board space.

5.5 iLQ

5.5.1 ~ serial interface

To build the serial interface the 82530 serial communication
controller was selected. In this report it will be referred to as
"SCC" for short. This modern device is capable of transmitting
and receiving all .zormats specified in appendiX A. "SCC" and
"82530" will be used without distinction and will be considered
synonyms.
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Characteristics of th'e serial communication controller ( sce Tor
short ) are :

- an on-chip baud rate generator in each channel. The sec
contains two programmable counters capable of ,generating all
necessary baud. rates by dividing a supplied clock signal.

- an on-chip DPLL digi tal phase locked
the SCC to recover clock information from
using NRZI or FH encoding.

loop )
a data

enables
stream

- an on-chip interrupt controller capable of generating
eight different interrupt vectors depending on the cause of
the interrupt. This speeds up interrupt response.

A d·efinite disadvantage of the sec is the
interface to the processor and DHA controller.
in a next chapter this problem can be solved.

5.5.2 ~ parallel interface

complexi ty of it's
As will be shown

As stated before an 8255 programmable peripheral interface will
be used to control various multiplexers. This will not be .
detailed in this report.

5.5.3 I.D..e timer/counter

Both the timer/counter's tasks have been taken over by other
devices. The baud rates are generated by the SCC's internal baud
rate generator. The time-out interrupt will be generated by the
80188's internal timer.

ThereTore an external timer/counter is superfluous.

5.5.Jt. In terrupt control

We will now decide whether or not to use an external interrupt
controller. To be able to do so we must look at the sources of
interrupt requests in the system.

The 80188 provides us with five interrupt inputs, one of them
non-maskable. Two maskable interrupt inputs can be programmed to
act as interrupt acknowledge ou tpu ts. The priority of the
maskable interrupts is software controlled.
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Sources of interrupt requests are :

- the 80188's timer. It is internally connected to an
internal interrupt controller and therefore of no concern to
us.

- the SCC. It requires an interrupt/interrupt acknowledge
pair.

- the DMA co-processor has four interrupt request outputs,
one for each channel. However one of them can be programmed
as a common interrupt output for all channels. This requires
a short polling routine to determine the source of the
interrupt.

- the synchronization hardware, discussed in the chapter
"structure of the DCTT" requires at least one interrupt
input. This must be the highest priority interrupt in the
syst~m.

- as will be explained
masKable interrupt is
In terface.

in
used

a following chapter
by DTI, the Debug

the
and

non
Test

To summarize by
outpu t and a short
interrupt controller.
SUfficient.

using the DBA controller's common interrupt
polling routine, we do not need an external

All 80188 interrupt signals are used and

27
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·6. Hardware details

6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses various details of the hardware design.
The interfaces between the main components will be explained as
well as the solutions to some problems that occurred. Although
the reader is assumed to have a worKing Knowledge of the
components used, some details will be explained in depth. Hany
details have 'been found in reference [5], reading of that is
highly recommended.

6.2 ~ processor

Designing the processor part is straightforward, due to the fact
that the clocK generator as well as the bus controller are
integrated in the 80188. To generate the required timing signals
a crystal of twice the desired CPU clocK frequency must be
connected. This signal is internally divided by two to generate
the signal CLOCKOUT which provides the timing reference to the
rest of the system.

The 80188's data bus is multiplexed with the lower byte of the
address bus. In the same way the upper ~our address lines are
multiplexed with status information. To provide a demultiplexed
bus as is required by the address decoder, the memory and the
peripherals, latches must be used. They also serve as address bus
buffer. They are controlled by the 80188 supplied address latch
enable signal ( ALE). The 80188 also supplies two signals 'to
control the data bus bUffe~, data transfer enable and data
transmit/receive ( DEN and DTR). They are used to enable the
data bus buffer and determine the direction of data flow,
respecti vel y.

Also integrated in the 80188 are an address decoder and a local
bus controller, providing 'the chip select and read/write signals
needed by most peripherals.

6.3 ~ ~ controller

The 82258 Advanced DHA co-processor ( ADHA -for short ) is used as
a co-processor to the CPU. Both the 80188 and the 82258 share the
same bus drivers. All CPU signals are connected to the equivalent
signal on the ADMA. "82258" and "ADHA" will be considered
synonyms in this report and will be used without distinction.
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When the ADMA needs to access memory or peripherals it requests
the use of "the bus by asserting a HOLD signal. The CPU releases
the bus and responds with HLDA ( hold acKnowledge ). Now the ADMA
can control the bus through the CPU's bus buffers.

According to the 82258's data sheet it exactl y simulates the
timing of the corresponding 80188 signals. This claim has been
verified by maKing a detailed comparison of the timing
specifications in the 80188 and 82258 data sheets. The results
show that although the respective specifications are not
completely equal, the differences never exceed five nanoseconds.
We conclude that indeed the 82258 timing specifications are
compatible with the 80188. As a result no dif-ference can be
noticed between a bus cycle run by the CPU and a bus cycle run by
the DMA controller.

To be programmed the ADMA must be accessed by the CPU as asIave.
The ADMA contains 256 eight bit registers, which can be read and
wri tten. Some of them must be filled by the processor to
ini tialize the ADMA. To realize this, the ADMA's chip select
input is connected to one of the 80188's memory chip select
outputs. The use of a peripheral chip select outpu t is not
possible because these select a part of the I/O space with a
fixed size of 128 bytes each.

No read or write signals are necessary as the ADM A ~s already
connected to the 80188's st-a t us signals SO..S2 indicating the
type of bus cycle run by the CPU. The ADMA is able to determine
whether a read or write operation is required. No wait states are
necessary when an 8 MHz version is used.

The 82258 can be configured in the 80186 mode during reset. In
this mode the 82258 can be programmed to support the 80188 by
programming "the bus width in the General Mode Register. During
reset AREADY must be low to enter the 80186 mode. Either SREADY
can be used, with AREADY grounded, or RESET must be a 'factor in
the 82258's AREADY signal. The DT/R pin must have a pUll-Up
resistor connected to it to ensure that it is high during reset.

If "the 80188's integrated address decoder is used, the 'following
problem occurs. The address decoder only responds to internally
generated addresses. An ADMA bus cycle does not activate any of
the chip select signals, resulting in a hang-up o-f the system.

To prevent this an external address decoder should be used. It
must generate a chip select for all devices accessed by the ADMA.
The chip select signals can be generated from a combination of
the status signals SO..S2 and the address lines. At least 52
should be included to distinguish between memory and I/O space.
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F.igure 6 deta.ils the connections between CPU, ADHA and bus
drivers.
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Figure 6 CPU with DHA co-processor
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Interfacing an eprom to an 80188 processor is a matter of
connecting the address and data bus. The eprom's inputs CS and OE
( chip select and outputenable ) are connected toO the 80188's
outputs UCS and RD ( upper chip select and read ).

To run an 8 MHz 80188 w1thout wait states an eprom w1th a maximum
access time of 250 ns has to be used.

5.5 ~ Hultibus master interiace

The Multibus master interface enables the 80188 to enter the
Multibus as a bus master. As the PC's ram is not accessible from
Multibus, as will be explained in the chapter "data transfer",
this part o'f the design is useful only when multiple DCI's are
present. When only one DCI is present the Multibus master
interface is useless. Data transfer between the DCI and the PC is
performed by the PC's processor via Multibus, using the. DCI's
slave interface.

This interface is based on the 8288 bus controller and the 8289
bus arbiter. The bus controller transforms the processor's status
signals SO..S2 into the Multibus control signals li1{e MRDC
( Multibus read command ) and HWTC ( Multibus write command ). It
also controIs the bus drivers.

The bus arbiter arbitrates between the concurrent requests o'f the
di'fferent bus masters. When accessing Multibus, at 'first a ftnot
ready" condition is returned. The processor is kept in a wai. t
state until the Multibus operation is completed, as signalled by
the XACK: ( trans'fer aC1{nowledge ) signal.

Both the 8288 and the 8289 are controlled by the signals SO..S2
( status ) , CLOCK:OUT, and an address decode signal. As the DMA
co-processor does not need to access the Hultibus in our case,
the 80188's internal address decoder may be used. Now the
Multibus cannot be accessed by the ADMA. An attempt to do so
would result ina system hang-up. The ADHA starts a bus cycle
trying to access the Multibus, which does not respond as it is
not selected because the 80188's address decoder does not respond
to external generated addresses. The bus cycle will last 'forever,
because the "ready" signal is never returned.

A time-out .mechanism could be designed to solve this problem :
When a ready is not returned within a certain time, a dummy ready
signal must be generated to terminate the bus cycle. As wrong
data is read or no data written it is necessary to in'form 'the CPU
of this failure.
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Other components of the Hultibus master interface are bus
drivers, whose function is obvious, and an address register. The
function of the address register, which is necessary only when·
more than one DCI is present, can be illustrated as follows.

Suppose we decide to maKe all dual port ram accessible. from
MUltibus. How the MUltibus address space is divided in parts of
256 Kilobytes, one per DCI. In each DCI's address space a 256
Kilobytes segment gives access to the Hultibus, the so-called
"Multibus window". This means that any access to that part of the
address space results in a Hultibus access. The lower eighteen
address lines serve to select one byte within this block, the
upper two are necessary to select the MUltibus window itself. To
select one of the DCI's accessible from Hultibus, we must supply
more than eighteen add.ress lines. The missing ad.dress lines are
supplied by the address register. The ad.dress register is
comparable to the PC's address register described in the chapter
"data transfer".

To clarify this further, in figure 7 the proposed address maps of
a DCTT containing two DCI's is shown. All addresses are given in
hexadecimal notation. DCI 1's dual port ram is mapped at
Multibus addresses 0 to 3FFFFH. DCI 2's dual port ram is mapped
in the Multibus address space at addresses 40000H to 7FFFFH. How
the address register's function is clear : when for example DCI 2
accesses DCI 1's ram, it selects it's Hultibus Window at address
40000H to 7FFFFH in it's own address space. It is obvious that
the address appearing at the Multibus must be dif-ferent, as DCI
1's ram is located.. at Hultibus address 0 to 3FFFFH. The upper
address bits are supplied by the ad.dress register.

The arrows in figure 7 indicate which memory appearing in
different address spaces is physically the same.

The address register itself- is accessed in the DCI's I/O space. A
simple latch is sufficient. Another application of the address
register is to supply the missing ad.dress bits when the Hultibus
Window must be made smaller than 256 kilobytes. This occurs when
as much ram as possible has to be installed. Now a 256 kilobytes
Multil:>us window is a waste of address space.
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An outline of the HUltibus master interface is drawn in figure 8.
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6.6 ~ Multibus slave interface

The Multibus slave interface consists of an address decoder, used
to select the semaphore and interrupt registers :from Multibus,
and to select the dual port ram's second port. This .port uses the
"slow cycle asynchronous command interface". The command
interface directly interfaces to the Multibus commands generated
by an 8288 bus controller. An outline of the Multibus slave
in ter:face is drawn in -figure 9.
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-figure 9 outline of the Multibus slave inter-face

The interface" of the 80188 to the dual port ram controller
resembles the Multibus master interface closely. The "slow cycle
synchronous status interface is used. The 8207 is connected to
the 80188's CLOCKOUT and status signals, and a chip select
signal. The 8207 directly decodes the status signals. The end of
the requested operation is signaled by an acknowledge.
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The 8207 con troller also provides the necessary arbitration
circuitry to support dual-port access of the dynamic ram's. Both
port's busses are connected to the ram array and the controller
via tri-sta te buffers. The control signals are directly
connected to the controller. The buffers are driven by the
controller to enable only one port at a time to access the ram.

To enable the ADMA to access the ram, an external address decoder
has to be used. As the ADHA generates the same status signals as
the CPU the interface to the 8207 is identical. When using 150 ns
ram's and the synchronous status interface, no wait states are
necessary, except when a refresh cycle or an access from the
other port is in progress. An outline of the dual port ram
circuit is drawn in figure 10.
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figure 10 dual port ram interface
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6.8 ~ serial communication controller

The interface of the SCC to the CPU and the ADHA is the most
complicated part of the design. First of all the interface to the
CPU will be discussed.

The signals used by the SCC to interface to the CPU are RD, WR,
AO, Ai, CLK, INT and INTA ( respectively read, write, two address
lines, cloc:K, interrupt and interrupt ac:Knowledge) Problems
occurring are :

- Access to the SCC is asynchronous and independent of the CLI:
signal. CLI: is used only to synchronize internal signals and to
generate the baudrates. The required timing of the read and write
signals are

- a minimum RD or WR pulse width.
- a recovery time between two successive accesses. This
time must be at least six CLK periods plus 200 nanoseconds.

When interfacing to the CPU the required pulse width can be
garantueed by using the 80188's integrated chip select logic,
containing an integrated wait state generator. Using the fastest
a vailable versions, an 8 MHz 80188 and a 6 MHz 82530, two wait'
states must be programmed. The recovery time' can be garantueed by
the software, by prohibiting two consecutive accesses to the SCC
without any delay between them.

- The SCC does not have an explicit hardware reset input. To be
reset it requires a simultaneous activation of the RD and WR
signals. This can be achieved by ORing the reset signal with RD
and WR as these signals are active LOW.

- The falling edge of the WR signal should not occur before the
data to be written is valid. Nor should the rising edge of WR
occur after the data is invalid. The 80188 write signal goes
active before the data is valid. A delayed write should be used
as is explained in reference [6). A flip-flop is used 1.0 delay
the write signal until the data is valid. Another alternative is
to use an 8288 bus controller, since the 8288's IOWR signal is
compatible with the required 82530 timing.

- The 80188 generates two .bac:K-to-bac:K interrupt ac:Knowledge
cycles in response to an interrupt and expects to read t.he
interrupt vector on the second cycle. Two -flip-flops can be used
to convert these two cycles to one INTA cycles together with a
read pulse as required by the 82530.
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When interfacing the 82530 to the DHA co-processor the following
pro:blems occur :

- The 82530 does not have DMA acknowledge inputs. This means
that the 82530 requires either a two cycle type of DMA transfer,
or the acknowledge signals from the DMA controller must :be used
to generate chip select and address signals. We will use two
cycle DMA transfers as is necessary anyhow to :be a:ble to use the
ADMA's advanced features like automatic data translation.

- The 82530 has two types of DMA request outputs. The first
type is ready jrequest. It just needs an inversion 'to be fed into
an 82258 DMA request input.

The second type of DHA request is DTRjREQ. This signal requires a
little over five CLK cycles to become inactive after a DMA cycle.
This would cause the DMA controller to run multiple DMA cycles,
causing loss of data. The solution is a flip-flop set :by the sce
DMA request j whose output is the DMA request to the ADMA. DMA
acknowledge is used to reset the flip-flop, cutting off the DMA
request which prevents the false transfer.

- As the SCC's ready outputs the ready jrequest Pins are
used as DMA requests, an external ready signal must be generated,
to insert two wait states in every access to the sce. The ready
signal to· be generated is drawn in figure 11. It shows a bus
cycle accessing the sec with t wo wait states inserted. and the
required ready signal to achieve this.

figure 11 : ready signal required by SCC

- A difficult problem occurs 'When 'the recovery time must De
guaranteed. Although it is not very likely to occur often, a
situation can be imagined, that violates the recovery time.
Examples are the CPU accessing the see immediately followed by a
DMA access to the sec, or two DMA cycles accessing the sce
without delay between them.
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It seems impossible to prevent this from happening by means of
software. Sometimes it may be necessary to read a channel's
status while performing a DHA data transfer to the other channel.
As will be shown in a following paragraph, the idle time between
a CPU bus cycle and an ADHA bus cycle may be as short as four CPU
clocK cycles, which amounts to less than -four SCC clock cycles.
An almost simultaneous access by CPU and ADHA cannot be
prevented.

Therefore it seems necessary to solve this problem in hardware.
The solution is to count down seven SCC CLK cycles after an
access. Any attempt to access the SCC in this period should be
blocked by a "not ready" condition, while the SCC control signals
remain inactive. After completion of the seven CLK cycles, the
access is completed normally.

It is probably possible to implement such a circuit using a
single FPLS ( Field Programmable Logic Sequencer ), a device like
a PLA. No attempt has been made to do so.

To illustrate this solution in figure 12 the reqUired signals are
drawn. It shows two bacK-to-bacK accesses to the SCC.

~pu'~ ;us
~c.o\I!R~TII1e

!oCC.'!l ~

!aCt r.eNeRSnetl1teA~ I-J
~1oXl WJAirtTfltt'i>
~use or~D

'P'UL.Se wier",
I

-figure 12 sec recovery time

6.9 Baudrates

Each channel in the SCC contains a programmable baudrate
generator. Each generator consists of a 16 bit time constant,
accessible as two 8 bit registers, a 16 bit down counter, and a
flip-Hop at them output producing a square wave. On startup the
value in the time constant registers is loaded into the counter,
and the counter starts counting down. The output of the baudrate
generator toggles upon reaching zero, the value in 'the time
constant registers is loaded into the counter and the process is
repea ted.
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The 'following 'formulas relate the baudrate to the time constant
and the CLK frequency.

baudrate = clock 'frequency / (2* (time constant + 2»

time constant = (clock frequency I (2* baudrate» -2

The clock source for the baudrate generator can
bit 1 in SSC write register 14, selecting either
or the crystal oscillator.

be selected by
the CLK signal

Table 1 and 2 give the required time constants to generate the
usual baudrates, using either the 6 MHz SCC CLK or the internal
oscillator driven by a 3.9936 MHz crystal. Both the synchronous
mode and the asynchronous mode are listed, as in the asynchronous
mode the output of the baudrate generator is divided by 16. The
tables show that the average result is better using the 6 MHz
CLK source. Therefore it is not necessary or useful to use an
external crystal.

An advantage in
generator is that
oscilla tors can be
respecti vel y.

using the CLK signal to drive the baudrate
the four pins required for the two crystal
used as receive clock input and sync output

baudrate synchronous mode asynchronous ~

50
110
150
300
600

1200
2400
4800
9600

19.2k
24k
48k
96k

110k
150k
200k

59998
27271
19998

9998
4998
2498
1248

623
310
154
123

60
29
25
18
13

+0. 16
+0. 16

+0. 8
+0. 8
+ 1. 0

3748
1703
1248

623
310
154

78
37
18

8

+0. 16
+0. 16
+0. 16
+0.16
-2. 3
-2. 3

table 1 : time constants and relative errors in percents
using 6 MHz CLK
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baudrate synchronous InQ..Q& asynchronous mode

50
110
150
300
600

1200
2400
4800
9600

19.2K
24K
48K
96K

110K
150K
200K

table
using

39934
18151
13310

6654
3326
1662

830
414
206
102

81
40
19
16
11

8

2 time constants
3.9936 MHz crystal

+0.24
-0. 95
-0. 95
+0. 85
+2.4
-0. 16

and relative

2494
1133

830
414
206
102

50
24
11

5

errors in

-7. 1

percents

6.10 ~ capacity 12C1

In this paragraph an estimate is made of the maximum amount o-f
data to be transported between the SCC and the DCI~s memory. At
the same time a calculation is made· of the percentage of the
DCI~s bus bandwidth this taKes up.

Our calculation will be based .on the assumption that both LIN 1
and LIN 2 are operated full duplex at 200 Kilobits/second. The
total amount o-f data -flowing through the SCC is 4 * 200 Kbits/sec
= 800 Kbits/sec = 100 Kilobyte/second. As we will use two cycle
DMA transfer this taKes 200.000· bus cycles/second.

To calculate the time it taKes to perform these 100.000 DMA
transfers, we' maKe the following assumptions

- The 80188 and the 82258 run at 8 MHz. A normal bus cycle
liKe a memory access taKes four clocK cycles numbered T1 to
T4. A bus cycle accessing the SCC taKes six clocK cycles, as
two wait states are added.

- Between two DMA cycles the processor is accessing the
bus. This means that for each DMA transfer the processor
must enter and leave the HOLD state. This is a worst case
calculation, as sometimes a DMA cycle will immediately be
followed by a second DMA cycle, without the overhead of the
CPU leaving and entering the HOLD state again.

- The in-fluence of wait states caused by the processor or
ADMA accessing the ram while a refresh cycle is in progress
is neglected.
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Figure 13 details the time it taI<es the 80188 to enter the hold
state, after which the 82258 becomes bus master. When the hold
signal is asserted before T4- in the 80188's current bus cycle,
the 80188 will return a hold acI<nowledge ( HLDA ) in the clocI<
cycle after T4-. It takes the 82258 two cloc:K cycles to recognize
the HLDA, and perform internal operations. The next cloc:K cycle,
mar:Ked with "TO" in the drawing, status output about the next bus
cycle is outpu t by the ADMA, followed by the actual bus cycle.
The overhead when the 80188 enters the hold state and the 82258
becomes bus master is four clock cycles.

-I-- n. ---I- n. -+- TjD ~ T1 ----1+-'T' .. lllilS) +

--LJ
~jr-------------

" 2.o~ 2 C1.OCKS 1 a.oc.K
It Ii" -Ie II

if
- elOIse e."'re.~ IQ.D _-+I~ CNn~!) ------+l~

figure 13 80188 entering hold state

Figure 14- details the reverse process, the 82258 leaving the bus.
In the cloc:K cycle after T4- in the last 82258 bus cycle the hold
request is released. Two cloc:K cycles later the HLDA returns to
the inactive state. The next cloc:K cycle status is output by the
80188 and the clock cycle after that the first 80188 bus cycle is
run. It also taI<es an overhead of four cloc:K cycles to leave the
hold state.

+ T.., + Ti. + T" -+- TL + T¢ + n

~, b.&o~ C&J'fj
1'-"Ot II «liB8 '

\1..._---------
~I

figure 14- 80188 leaving hold state
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To transfer
eight clock
and an SCC
cycles.

Hardware Design of a Data Communication Test Tool

a byte of data between the memory and the SCC costs
cycles overhead, a memory access cycle (four clocks)
access (six clocKs). In all we need eighteen clock

To transfer 100.000 bytes of date taKes 1.8 million clock cycles.
Wi th the CPU running at 8 MHz this equals to about 25 I. of the
available bus bandwidth, which is considered acceptable. A loss
of CPU performance however, will probably be noticeable.
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7. ~ transfer

7.1 In troduction

When the data communication test-tool is used as data scope a
large amount of data is read into the DCI. This data has to be
transferred to the PC, either to the display unit or to a disk
file. In the same way sometimes a large amount of da'ta must be
transferred from the PC to the DCI. It is necessary to find an
efficient means to achieve this.

Obvious solutions seem

- transfer of data :by a DHA controller on the DCI

- transfer controlled by the PC's DHA controller

- transfer of the data :by a program running on the PC or
the DCI

7.2 ~ PC's ;Ql1h. controller

The PC is equipped with an Intel 8237 DHA controller. To be able
to transfer data between the PC and the DCI this DHA controller
has to perform memory to memory transfers, as the DCI's memory is
accessible to the PC as Hultibus memory. However, two problems
occur.

- The 8237 can only perform memory 1:.0 memory transfers by
using channel 0 and 1 together. Channel 0 reads the' data
into an internal register, and channel 1 writes the contents
of the register to the destination.

The PC however uses channel 0, the highest priority channel,
to refresh the dynamic ram's. Channel 0 is not available.

- The 8237's address space is limited to 6~ kilobytes,
using sixteen address lines, while the 80188's address space
is a megabyte, using twenty address lines. The four missing
address lines are genera ted by an "address register",
selected by a DHA acknowledge signal. As the :four upper
address lines are fixed, a 64k boundary can not be crossed
when performing DHA on the PC.

- As channel 0 is only used to refresh the ram's, which
does not require the four upper address lines, the address
register is not connected to DACKO.

Hardware limita tions in the PC design make it impossible to use
DHA channel 0 for anything but the refresh function. As channel 0
is not available, memory to memory transfers are impossible.
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7.3 Adding g. DMA controller

Normally it is possible to use the 82.37 in a "cascade mode". The
DMA request and acknowledge lines of a channel than behave like
the processor's HOLD and HLDA signals, enabling ·a second DMA
controller to be connected. The first DHA controller transfers
the second's DMA requests to the processor.

This seems to offer a possibility to add a second DMA controller,
capable of performing memory to memory transfers. However another
hardware limitation in the PC prevents this. The original DMA
controller's address buffers cannot be disabled. It is not
possible to make a second DMA controller bus master.

As a second result of this it is also impossible to write into
the PC's memory from the Multibus, as this requires the PC's
address buffers 'to be disabled. It is also impossible to use a
DMA controller or program in the DCI to transfer the data.

7.~ Conclusion

Because of the hardware limitations in the PC's design only two
possibilities result to transfer data between PC and DCI

- Data transfer controlled by a program running on the PC.
A disadvantage is the poor performance of this solution.

- Data transfer by the PC's DMA controller. As this
controller is capable of I/O to memory transfers only, an
interface must be used to access the Multibus as an I/O
device.

The interface required by the second solution is complex. From
the DMA acknowledge signal all other required Multibus signals
must be generated. Tasks of the interface are :

- generate a "bus request"
- wait for "bUS acknowledge"
- generate the right Multibus address
- perform the transfer
- acknowledge the transfer to the DHA controller

We will use the programmed data transfer, as the hard ware
required to implement the second solution seems too complex.
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7.5 Programmed data transfer

The fastest block move possible with the 8088 processor in the PC
is the use of a "move string" instruction, moving a string bytes
or words in memory. The fact that the DCI is accessible as memory
makes this useful to us.

In 8088 assembly language a block move is programmed as follows.

LEA SI,SOURCE
LEA DI,DESTlHATION
MOV CX,BYTE_COUHT
REP MOVSB

Measuring a test program shows that the block move program is
capable of moving one byte each '£ive microseconds. As the CX
register is sixteen bit Wide, a maximum of 64 kilobytes can be
transported at once.

The MOVS instruction
performed during the
refresh the memory.

is interruptable. DMA cycles can
execu tion of the MOVS, as is needed

be
to

A lock of the MOVS instruction is not possible, as the processor,
when interrupted, remembers only the last prefix in "LOCK REP
MOVSBtI. In this case only the REP prefix is remembered. A further
explanation of this is offered by reference [5] page 3-311
( Application note AF-186,' paragraph 9.3, "interrupted str~ng

move instructions" )

It is not necessary that the data transfer is initiated by the
PC. A command to transfer data could be given by the DCI, by
storing a message in the PC's message buffer, as descri.l:>ed in the
chapter on the DCTT's structure. The PC executes this command as
a slave processor.
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8. ~ prototype

8.1 Introduction

At this stage in the design process it was decided not to detail
the design further, but to modify an existing prototype. The
protoype. built in Apeldoorn, already consisted of the processor.
eprom. ram and serial interface. The prototype was to be equipped
with the DMA co-processor and, in a later stage, also With the PC
interface. By doing so a lot of work would be saved, because only
a partial prototype was to be build.

8.2 Differences

Striking differences between the design, as far as completed, and
the prototype were :

- In the original design logic
using deVices like PLA's, and as
prototype was completely built
d~screte logic gates.

functions would be bUilt
little TTL as possible. The
in TTL technology, using

- In the prototype 64 kilobyte ram was
detection, instead of 256 kilobytes with

used withouterror
error d.etection.

- The PC interface was completely absent, just like any
synchronization hardware.

The protoype was completed using TTL devices. First the DHA co
processor was added and tested with memory to memory operat.ions.
Latel' the SCC was connected to -the DHA co-processor. The PC
interface was designed but has not been built yet.

8.3 Interfacing ~ ADMA

The DMA co-processor to be used was an engineering sample, with a
maximum allowable clock speed of 6 MHz, and some bugs. It turned
out to be impossible to obtain a specimen without bugs capable of
running at 8 MHz.

The combination of an 8 MHz 80188 with an 6 MHz 82258 prevents
the use of the synchronous interface between 80188, 8207 and
82258. As the use of an asynchronous interface prooved to be very
complicated, it was decided to run the processor in the prototype
at 6 Mhz, until an 8 MHz ADMA was available.

As a consequence of this a timing calculation showed that when
using a 6 MHz SCC, no wait states would be necessary. Therefore
no external wait state generator had to be built. For our test
purposes no solution to the "recovery time problem" was designed.
When only one channel at the same time is operated half duplex,
and the processor does not access the SCC while data transfer is
in progress, no recovery problem can occur.
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However, in the DCTT's final design both the wait state generator
and the solution to the recovery problem must be present.

The only 82258 bug relevant to the 80186 mode is the "status
problem". It occurs when operating the 82258 in the 80186/80188
mode with wait states. Some conditions result in the status lines
SO and S1 being deactiva ted as if the transfer did not need any
wait states. Possible solutions are to use the RD and WR signals
instead of the status si'gnals, or to design a circuit which
generates the correct status signals.

The last solution has been chosen, as the status signals are
necessary to interface to the 8207 dual port ram controller. The
status signals are latched in -flip-flops until the bus cycle is
terminated, which is signaled by the ready signal. A multiplexer
is used to sWitch between the 80188 status signals in normal
conditions, and the corrected 82258 status signals during DHA
cycles. No problems were noticed using this circuit. It is
redundant when a bug-free 82258 is used.

8.4 The PC interface

Due to the fact that after the concept was designed, it was
decided to use a portable PC, the Multibus i~terface had to be
dropped. In a portable PC no room is available for more than one
DCI, so the Multibus interface, used to communicate between
multiple DCI's is not useful. Instead it was decided to use the
dual port ram as the interface between the PC and the DCI.

From a hardware point of view no hardware problems occur. The
PC's expansion bus signals originate from a 8288 bus controller,
and are Hultibus compatible. Ii: is therefore almost wi thou t
modifications possible to connect the dual port ram's second port
to the PC's expansion bus. The required components are address
buffers, a data bus buffer, a latch and an address decoder. The
latch is needed because the 8207 does not satisfy the PC's
required data hold time. Data is clocKed into the. latch by the
8207's XACK ( transfer acKnowledge ) signal.

This problem is caused by the fact that the 8207's read timing is
dr~ven by the supplied clocK signal, the 80188's CLOCKOUT. The
timing is not related to the asynchronous command generated by
the PC's bus controller. A falling edge on a command input ( read
or write ) triggers an access cycle to the dynamic ram's. The
duration 'of this cycle is a fixed number of CLOCKOUT cycles. The
falling edge of XACK signals the presence of valid data. At the
end of the cycle the data is removed before it is read by the PC,
in spite of the presence of a command. This is illustrated by
figure 15
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figure 15

(

\ \,
t l.FIrc..H DRrR

transfer aCKnowledge timing 8207

No semaphore hardware has been bUilt yet. Only the interrupt
register is present, based on a flip-flop which when set by a
wri te operation by one processor, interrupts the other.

With this elementary
mechanism is Possible.
message from DCI to PC.

hardware the
The example

following ~essage passing
describes the passing of a

In the dual port ram a message and a 'flag are defined. The buffer
can contain a "message", the flag, implemented as a single memory
location, contains a "0" or a "1". In this mechanism "0.' means
"the buf'fer is empty, "1" stands for "the buffer is filled".

The procedure starts when the PC, having read the previous
message, resets the flag. The DCI is "busy waiting" until the
flag is reset, after which the buffer is filled, the flag set and
an interrupt generated by writing to the interrupt register. The
PC's interrupt service routine empties the buffer and resets the
flag.

As this is a one-way communication
buffer and interrupt register are
communicate from PC to DCI.

mechanism, a
necessary to

second flag,
be able to

This mechanism is safe when the following constraints are met

- only
the

- the

one receiver and transmitter are
receivel' can only reset the 'flag
transmitter can only set the flag
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The receiver setting the
transmitter. the transmitter
message being lost.

flag would result in blocKing the
clearing the flag could result in a

The prototypes schematic diagrams have been added to this report
as appendix C.

8.5 ;QTI.

The prototype is equipped with an elementary monitor program :
DTI, the Debug and Test Interface. DTI communicates with an
independent microcomputer. the service processor. via a serial
link at 9600 baud. DTI uses TTL signal levels instead of, 'for
example, RS-232. The physical interface is built using TTL-gates.
The service processor must be connected to a standard terminal,
and is used to convert the DTI protocol to ASCII messages printed
on the terminal. To the user. the service processor is irrelevant
and DTI can be considered a standard monitor program connected to
the terminal.

DTI's basic possibilities are

- load memory with hexadecimal bytes or ASCII string
- examine/modify processor registers
- start user program
- set breakpoints
- program download

Memory addressing can be absolute, using an absolute hexadecimal
address, or relative in a segment. When addressing relative, one
of the 80188's segment registers is specified and a hexadecimal
of'fset in this segment. The resulting absolute address is the sum
of the contents of the segment register multiplied by sixteen and
the o'ffset. The same mechanism is used by the 80188 when
calculating addresses.

At the same
absolute, the

time two breakpoints can be active.
other relative in the code segment.

one of them

The download function enables an MS-DOS .BIN or .EXE file to be
loaded into the prototype's memory. To do so the program "SENDTI"
must be used. It runs on an IBM compatible PC. using the ser.ial
port to transfer the program. A special cable is used to connect
the PC to the service processor. In DTI the command "EXE" is used
to receive the file.

As no written description of DTI was available, it's
found by trial and error. A description is printed in
together With a short description of SENDTI.
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8.6 ~ programs

In the debugging phase a number of test programs have been
written, to exercise the DMA co-processor as well as the see. The
see has been used to transmit strings of ASCII characters, based
on polled and DMA-driven operation. The ADMA has been used to
perform block moves ( memory to memory transfers ) and to supply
data to the see.

Both the see and the ADMA are complex devices, requiring many
registers to be ini tia ted to operate correct. Detailed
descriptions can be found in reference (7) to (9). Due to the
complexity of the SUbject, it is not possible to give a short
"user manual" on the sec and ADMA.

A typical example of the testprograms is given in appendix E. The
program "DMSe1.ASM" shows the initialization of the ADMA and the
SCC in 80188 assembly language. The sce continuously transmits a
string of ASCII characters in DMA driven operation.

Besides the comment contained in the program listing the
following notes may be useful to understand the completely.

The program refers to the files "scc.inc" and "adma.inc". These
files contain all equates etcetera describing the SCC and· the
ADHA to the assembler. They must be included in every program
using SCC and ADMA.

The see is initialized by the subroutine init_scc. On entry of
this routine the DS:DI registers point in the data segment to a
table containing SCC setup information. The table consists of a
word containing the follOWing number of items, and a number of
pa~rs ( register number, data). The data is loaded into the
register specified. On entry of the routine the DX register
contains the address of the see in the I/O space. The table used
here is scc_tab.

The ADMA is initialized by writing data to the general mode
register, the general burst register, the general delay register
and the channel pointer register. The channel pointer register
points to a series of "command block" in memory describing the
required DMA operation. The actual DMA operation is starting by
wr1ting a command to the general command register.

To facili tate the construction of the command blocks, they are
described as structures in the include file "adma.inc". The
elements of these structures default to zeroes, only non-zero
elements have to be initialized. For example the "short type 1
command block" contains command, source pointer, destination
pointer, byte count and channel status. This block describes a
general DMA operation. The pointers and byte count are 24 bit
Wide and occupy two words. Status is a word reserved for the
ADMA. After completion of the operation the status is written
into this word. .
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Using structures such a command can be written as

STYP1 <COHHAHD,SOURCE, ,DESTINATION, ,LENGTH>.

Source and destination pointer must be given as 24-bit absolute
addresses. This is difficult using the Microsoft assembler and
linKer as they are meant to be used in an MS-DOS environment,
where only relative addresses are used. These addresses become
absolute when the program is loaded and the loader initializes
the CPU's segment register. DTI loads the programs at a fixed
address, the code segment always starts at OCOOH.

To be able to use absolute addresses as the DMA controller
requires, the constant "DTISEGMENT" is introduced. It equals to
the start of DTI's codesegment ( OCOO hexadecimal). No separate
data segment is used, the data is included in the code segment.
Now the offset of the data item relative to the start of the code
segment is Known to the linKer. Knowing that the code segment
will be load~d at OCOOH by DTI, the absolute address of a data
item can be calculated by the linKer as OCOOH plus the offset in
the code segment. The statement used to calculate the absolute
address of the item "DATA" is :

DMA_SOURCE EGU (OFFSET DATA)+DTISEGMENT.

A similar
initialized.

problem
Usually

occurs when
the procedure

the
is

DS register has to be

ASSUME
MOV
HOV

DS:DATASG
AX,DATASG
DS,AX

All data items are collected in a segment called "DATASG". The
linKer/loader will calculate the actual value of DATASG and
replaces DATASG by this value. Using DTI however, an erroneous
value is calculated because the program is not loaded where the
linKer /loader expects.

To solve this problem the data and code segments are made to
overlap. All data is included in the code segment. To be able to
initialize the DS register correctly a dummy segment called
"DT!SGtl is introduced. DTISG contains the value to be loaded into
the DS register, OOCOH. The procedure is :

DTISG
DTISG

SEGMENT
ENDS
ASSUME
MOV
MOV

AT OOCOH

DS:CODESG
AX,DTISG
DS,AX

The ASSUME statement tells the assembler the data is located in
the code segment, and the MOV instructions load the right value
into the DS register. It is obVious that a program containing
this initialization routine can only run in the DTI environment !
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9. Conclusion

Hardware Design of a Data Communication Test Tool

The worl<
test-tool,
interface
not been

done resulted in a prototype of a data communication
which is believed to be completely £unctional. The
between the PC and the DCI has been designed but has
tested yet.

The system concept is believed to be sound, given the original
idea of an expandable multiprocessor system. However, within the
constraints that only one processor may be added, and that
printed circuit board space is limited. perhaps a better solution
could be designed. Particularly the dual port ram used as
interface tal<es up too much space. An alternative might be the
"loosely coupled configuration" described in the chapter on the
DCTTJs structure.

To realize this a different interface must be designed, and the
processor to be used should be the fastest available type and
version.

Although many days have been spent debugging, a lot 0:£ experience
has been gained in designing with modern devices.
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PDCT1000 specifications

System Hardware

Appendix A

9" screen 24*80 characters
16 bit Microprocessor (Philips FAST design)
Memory 64 Kb RAM
Full Qwerty Keyboard with cursor control and command Keys
Specially developed data communication control unit
Buili-in driv,e ~or double-sided, double-density, five-inch,

flexible disc
Printer control unit with V.24 interface
Optional second flexible disK drive in stand alone cabinet

(PM4493)

~ Capabilities

Two independent full duplex lines
All adjustments under software control
Speeds : 50 to 19,200 bits per second

24K, 48K, 96K and 110K bps for bit-oriented protocols
Handles modem maintenance signals 140, 141 and 142
NRZ and NRZI data formats
ClocK software selectable options internal, external, or

derived from received data

Eleclrical Interfaces

V.28/V.24 /RS232C
X.27/X.21
Local WorKstation Interface
PTS Sum Remote

Asynchronous Communications

5, 6, 7 or 8 bit character lengths
Odd, even or .no parity
1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits
Automatic LRC or CRC generation
Freely programmable synchronisation and idle characters
Software CRC polynomial definition

Synchronous Communications

Monosync, bisync or transparant receive
5, 6, 7 or 8 bit character length
Odd, even or no parity
Automatic LRC or CRC generation
Freely programmable synchronisation and idle characters
Software CRC polynomial definition
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Bi t-or ien ted Protocols (SDLC IHPLC IX.25)

AppendiX A

Automatic zero insertion and deletion.
Automatic CRC generaHon and check.
Hardware address field recognition (if selected)
Selectable idle flag or idle ones transmission
Speed up to 110 Kbi ts/sec (Local WorK Station Interface)

Dimensions gng Weight

Height: 17 cm
Width: 38 cm
Depth: 4-5 cm
Weight: 17 Kg (approximately)
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Hardware Design of a Data Communication Test Tool

~ commands

Syntax

Appendix D

<address>
<byte>
<data>

<length>
<register>
<segment>
<word>

<hexadecimal number ( O..FFFFFH
<hex digi t><hex digit>
<byte> [ <byte> ]
'text'
<byte>
AX EX CX DX DSSS ES CS DI SI BP SP FL IP
CS DS SS ES
<byte><byte>

start/stop processor

RPC
reset processor

RUN
start program

INT
interrupt processor ( NMI )

STE
execute single step

breakpoints

SEP <address>
set breakpoint physical ( on absolute address )

SEV CS <address>
set breakpoint virtual ( relative in code segment )

REP
remove breakpoint physical

REV
remove breakpoint virtual

registers

DPC
dump program context ( all registers )

SPC <register> <word>
set progr'am context set register
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memory

DHP <address> <length>
dump memory physical

DHV <segment> <address> <length>
dump memory virtual over segment

SHP <address> <data>
set memory physical

SHV <segment> <address> <data>
set memory virtual over segment

Appendix :P

<length> is optional, defaul t length is 15 bytes. The number of
bytes printed is (length + 1). Spaces in command syntax are
obliged.

various

DTM

EXE

dump test mode last commands and breakpoints

execu te download function. After a program is
downloaded, all registers contain 0000, except the CS
register containing OOAOH. The program is loaded
starting at physical address OOCOOH.
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file "dEsc1,asm" init scc, dla output
sec definitions 20/01/86

C page
C
c sec register definitions
C lapped in 110 space
C ;

=0200 C scc_base equ 200h sec uses PCS4 at 200h •• 27fh
C

=0201 C SCC_coII_a equ sct_base+1 cOlsand register channel a
= 0201 C scc_stat_a equ scc_base+1 status register channel a
=0203 C scc_data_a equ scc_base+3 data register channel a
= 0200 C SCC_COEI_b equ scc_base+O cOI.and register channel b
=0200 e scc_stat) equ scc_base+O status register channel b
= 0202 C scc_dataJ equ scc_base+2 data register channel b

e
C subttl

67
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1111; .l..,.1J I ~I ~UIIG. "'~81.t.IL"LI:'I IIn""I\"U n:=:tc.iJ.l Cf VJ-V..;a-gO rnD~ 1-"
file "dlsc1.as." init scc, dla output

Appendix EADKA DEFINITIONS 12/02/Bb
------ ~ -- --'-

C PASE
C ;
C ; ADKA RESISTER ADDRESSES
C ;

0000 C ADKASS SESKENT AT 4100H
0000 C ORS OOH
0000 ???? C SCR DW ? ; OFFSET SENERAL CO~KAND RESISTER
0008 C DRS 08H
OOOE ???? C SI'lR DW ? ; SENERAL I\ODE RESISTER
OOOA ???? C 6BR DW ? ; SENERAL BURST RESISTER
oooe ???? C cDR DW ? ; SENERAL DELAY RESISTER
0020 C ORS 20H
0020 ???? C CPRLO DN ? ; CHANNEL 0 POINTER RESISTER - LOW
0022 ???? C CPRHO DW ? ; CHANNEL 0 POINTER RESISTER - HISH
0060 C DRS bOH
OObO ???? C CPRLl Dw ? ; CHANNEL 1 POINTER RESISTER - LOW
0062 ???? C CPRHl DW ? ; CHANNEL 1 POINTER RESISTER - HISH
OOAQ C DRS OAOH
OOAO ???? C CPRL2 DW ? ; CHANNEL 2 POINTER RESISTER - LOW
OOA2 ?'?? C CPRH2 Dw ? ; CHANNEL 2 POINTER RESISTER - HISH
OOEO C ORS OEOH
OOEO ???? C CPRL3 DW ? ; CHANNEL 3 POINTER RESISTER - LOW
00£2 ???? C CPRK3 D'" 'i CHANNEL 3 POINTER RESISTER - HISHPi :

OOH C ADMAS6 ENDS
e
C
C ;
C ; ADHA CHANNEL COMMAND BLOCKS DEFINED AS STRUCTURES
C
C STY?1 STRUC ; SHORT TYPE 1 COMMAND BLOCK
C

0000 0000 C COl'll DW 0 ; COKI'IAND'
0002 0000 C SPTRL DW 0 ; SOURCE POINTER - LOW
0004 0000 C SPTRH DW 0 ; SOURCE POINTER - HISH
OOOb 0(100 C DPTRL DW 0 ; DESTINATION POINTER • LOW
0008 0000 C DPTRH DW 0 ; DESTINATION POINTER - HISH
OOOA 0000 C BCL DW (I ; BYTE COUNT - LDli
OOOC 0000 C aCH DW 0 ; BYTE COUNT - HIGH
OOOE 0000 C STAT DW 0 ; CHANNEL STATUS

C ;
0010 C STYP1 ENDS

C
C ;
C ; DEFINE HERE LONG TYPE 1 COMMAND BLOCK
C
C
C ;
C 'TYP2 SiRUC ; TYPE 2 COMMAND BLOCK
e ;

0000 0000 C COti2 DW 0 ; CoKMAND
0002 0000 C JIiPTRL D~ 0 ; JUKP POINTER - LOW
0004 0000 C JMrTRH DW (I i JUMP POIh1ER - HIGH

C ;
OOOb C TYP2 ENDS

C
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file "dlsel.isle init scc, dla output
Appendix E

C PASE
C

version

clock 11 lode

;
start:

lOY ax,dtisg
mov ds,ax

;
stacksg segment para stack 'stack'

OM 20h dup (7)

codesg segment para 'code'
assume cs:codesg,ss:stacksg,ds:codes;,es:nothing

address of Dl1 code seglent

stacks9 ends

i
dtiseglent eQu OcOOh
dtisg segment at DOcOh
dti sg ends

0000
0000 20 r

7?7?

0040

= OCOO
0000
0000

0000

0000
0000 BS ---- R
0003 aE D6

SCC equates

=0136
;
br_9bOO eQu 310 baud rate generator constant 9bOO baud

AullA equates

= 3COO eQu 3cOOh

EDD2 pin = EDD2
all interrupts disabled
fixed priority, channel 0 highest
all channels 2 cycle transfer
channel 3 norlal DKA
local lade
physical bus width Bbits

= 00lA eQu lah

start channel 0
cantrol space in lelory
clear pending interrupts

= 002A
;
start_adla_l equ 2ah
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· n_ _..•__ _,.. , _ _ _ ,

file 'dlscl.as," init scc, dEa output

start thannel 1
<j control space in lelory

clear pending interrupts

inihali Ie scc

dma transfer using thannel b
asynchronous, 7 bits/char, even parity
9600 baud

Appendi.X E

0005 aD 36 0075 R
0009 BA 0200
OOOt EB 0063 R

lea
IOV

call

init adEa

si,scc_tab
dx, SCC_COI.)
init_scc

OOOF BB ---- R
00i2 BE DB

assule ds:adlasg
moy ax,ad~asg

(lOY ds,ax

0014 BE 3COO
0017 A2 0008 E
OOlH 86 26 0009 R

1I0V

raov
1l0Y

ax ,adu_lode
byte ptr glr, al
byte ptr (gmr+ll,ah

load lower byte first
higher byte

initialize gbr and gdr

OOiE
0020
0023
0025

EO 80
A2 OOCA R
BO 40
li2 OOOC R

IOV

IOV
IOV

IOV

al,80h
byte ptr gbr ,al
al ,40h
byte ptr gdr ,al

initialize thannel tOlland pointer

0028 B6 ---- R
002B BS 004D R

IOV

10V

ax ,dti S9
bx,offset tOlll

segment address to.11
offset tOlll1

calculate physical address

input :
AX =paragraph address of seglent
EX = offset

output :
DX:AX =physical address

002E BA 0000
0031 B9 ooo~

0034
003~ Dl EO

IOV
IOV

shi ft)oop:
sal

dx,O
cx,4

ax,l
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file "Olscl.asl" init scc, dl-a output

Appendix E

0036 Dl C2 rol dl:,l
0038 E2 FA loop snift)oop lultiply (DX:AII by 16

003A 03 C3 add al:,bx
003C 83 D2 00 adc ox,O add offset

003F A3 0060 R IOV tprll,ax
0042 89 16 0062 R IOV cprnl,dx cprl points to cOIIland

0046 ;0 2A BIOI{ aI, start_adla)
004B li2 0000 R 10V byte ptr gtr,al start thannel 1 tOlland

;
004B EB FE loop: jlP loop halt

tOllands for adla

type 1 tOlland:
cOlmand=OB005h,sourte=Dla_sOurte,dest=sct_data_b,tount=Iessage_length

tOlmand : block love

source poinbr :
pointer in lemory space
inc after transfer
bus width e bits

Destination pointer
pointer in I/O space
no inc Dr dec after transfer
bus width 8 bits

no list thaining
AD"A generates no EOD
external terlination disabled
destination synchronized D"A

004D
004D B005
004F OCbE R
0051 0000
0053 0202
0055 0000
0057 OOOi
005~ 0000
005B 0000

005D

tOIGil :

untonditional JUIP relative tOlland
impleillents auto-restart D"A

c0112:
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file Edlscl.ass' ioit scc, dla output
Appendix E

=':'0010
j

dla_offset equ cOI.1-col.2

OOSD 200F
OOSF FITO
OObl 0000

typ2 {200fh,dla_offset,>

init_scc initializes the SCC

entry: D5:5I points to table
DX =address of sec cO.land port

AL := data

equ end_lessage-Iessage

; AL := nUlber of register

equ (offset lessagel+dtiseglent .essage's physical addres

7 bits/char, Tx disabled
tx tloc~=rx clotk=TrxC output
baud rate constant, IOller byte
baud rate constant, higher byte
no DPLL Calland, no auto echo,
no lotal loopbacK, DTR/REg = REQ,

; direction up
; AI := count

proc near

dx ,al

enap

cx ,ax

dx tal
init)oop

b,O
7,0
S,00100000b
l1,01010110b
12,1011 br_9bOO ;
13,high br_9bOO j

14,OOOOOl11b

.HALLD' ,Oah, Odh

(end_scc_tab-scc_tab-21/2 ; length of table
',11000000b hardllare reset
',01000000b reset channel b cOlland
9,0 lister interrupt disable
4,00001111b fl tlot~, 2 stopbits, even parity
l,11000000b disable interrupts

ready/request:: Tx DKA request
set sync lIord to 0

;
0063 init_scc
00b3 FC cld
0064 AD 10dsIl
0065 BIl CB 1l0V
0067 ini tJoop:
00b7 AC loasb
OObB EE out
0069 AC loasb
OObH EE out
OObB E2 FA loop
006D ~i ret".,
(lObE init_scc

OObE .essage:
006E 48 41 4C 4C 4F OA db

00
0075 end_Iessage:

;
= 0007 lessage)ength

;
:: OCbt du_source

j
0075 scc_tab:

0075 OOOE dll
0077 09 CO db
0079 09 40 db
007Ei 09 00 db
007D 04 OF db
007F 01 CO db

0081 06 00 db
00B3 07 00 db
OOSS 05 20 db
0067 OB 5b db
00B9 OC 36 db
OOBB OD 01 db
OOBD OE 07 db
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file ·dms~l.asl· init SCt, dla output

ooaF OA 00
0091 05 28

db
db

10,0
5,00101000b

; baud rate source =eLK,
i baud rate generator enabled
; NRZ encodi ng
; 7 bits/cnar,Tx enabled

Appendix E

0093

0093
; .
todesg ends

end
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file "dlscl.as.· init set, daa output
Appendix E

Structures and records:

Ii i I e Width t fields
Shift Width l'liS~ lni ti al

STYPI. · 0010 oooe
COlli • · . · . . 0000
SPTRL. · 0002
SPTRH. · 0004
DPTRL. 0006
DPTRH. · 0008
BCL. · · OOM
BCH. · OOOC
STAT . OOOE

TYP2 • · 0006 0003
CO~2 • 0000
JI'!PTRL . 0002
JIIPiRH • . . · · 0004

Segments and groups:

Ii a me Size al i gn cOlbine class

ADt1A58 • (!()E4 AT 4100
COrlESS • 0093 PARA NONE 'CODE'
DTiS6. 0000 AT OCCO
STACKS6. 0040 PARA c... !'l·... v 'STACK'.. 111L.~.

Symbol s:

II i I e Type Value Attr

ADI'IA-,mDE. Number 3COO
BR.9600. · NUlber 0136
COIIMl. · L NEAR 004D CODESS
COI'l!'l2. L k'EAR 0050 CODESS
CPRHO. L WORD 0022 ADIIASS
CPRHI. · L WORD 0062 ADI~AS6

CPRH2. L WORD 00A2 ADI'lAS6
CPRH3. L WORD OOE2 ADI'lASS
CPPJ.O. L WORD 0020 ADIIASG
CPRL1. L IiORD 0060 ADI'lASS
CPRL2. L1I0RD DOAO ADIIASS
C?RL3. · L IiORD OOEO ADI'lASG
DM~._OFFSEi . . NUlber . 0010
DIIA_SOURCE • E WORD DCbE CODESG
DiISEGI'!EHT . Nuaber DC00
END)!ESSA6E. . . . · . · L NEAR 0075 CODESS
END.SCC.TAB. L NEAR 0093 CODESS
59R. L WORD DODA ADMSS
SCF~I L WORD 0000 ADI'IASS

I SDR. L WORD OOOC ADIIASG
S!'!R. L IiORD oooe ADI\ASS
INn.LOOP. L NEAR 0067 CODESS
INli.SCC . Ii PROe 0063 COnESS Length =000£
LOOP . L NEAR 004B CODESG
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file "dlscl.asl' init SCCI dla Dutput
Appendix E

"ESSA6E. • • • • • . . , . . L HEAR 006E CODES6
KESSASE_LEN6TH • • HUlber 0007
SeC_BASE ••• NUlber 0200
sec_COI'II"-A • NUlber 0201
SCC_COKK_B • • HUlber 0200
SCC_DATA_A •• . . . . . NUlber 0203
SCC_vATA_B • • • Number 0202
SCC_STAT_A • . . . .. . Humber 0201
SeC_STAT _B • NUClber 02CO
SCC_TAB••• L NEAR 0075 CODESS
SHIFT_LOOP, L NEAR 0034 CODESS
START, ... L NEAR 0000 CODES6
START)IDIIA_0 • HUlber OOlA
START_ADIIA) • ...... NUllber 002A

Warning Severe
Errors Errors
0 0
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